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Adrian is the man. Our sub zero had an ice block, broken ice maker, and many other maladies. He came today and
fixed everything - its literally like new! I can not recommend this company highly enough. Adrian is awesome and
truly knows this equipment inside and out.

So...we have stayed away from Mariners Landing for years, despite owning a home on the lake for over a decade.
The Point fell apart years ago and we just didn't believe that they would ever get their act together and serve
decent food. Today my wife and I decided to venture over there by boat and give it a try. The experience was very
good and we will be there again. My wife and I had great service, the wine was decent, and our first meal was
good. We only went with the sandwich menu for our first try here and I had the cheesesteak, my wife and the Blue
burger (no bun) and we shared the onion petals. It was all really good. Example; the cheesesteak roll was toasted
and really soft but a nice crisp on the toasted side. The steak and cheese were good. Might go with less (or none)
mayo next time, but it was really great. My wife loved the burger without the bun and said all the topping were
great. Sautéed veggies on the side were cooked perfectly - still enough crisp in them. All in, we are so happy to
have another boat-able restaurant on the lake to go to. We will be back for sure.
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Centric Subzero Repair
Appliances & Repair
Washington, DC 20015

Heath’s Waterfront Grill
$$  American (Traditional), Seafood, Italian
1217 Graves Harbor Trl 
Huddleston, VA 24104

•

Boulangerie Christophe
$$  Bakeries, French, Cafes
1422 Wisconsin Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20007

•

Find tacos, cheap dinner, Max’s Near San Francisco, CA, US
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Today was the second visit here. This is a really amazing gem of a place. Authentic french options for breakfast
and lunch prepared to perfection. The staff is mostly from France and the cuisine is delectable. The upstairs dining
is quaint and comfortable and the back patio is perfect on a nice day. If you are in Georgetown or heading there to
shop or whatever, go here for breakfast or lunch - I highly recommend.

Love this little grocery. Mr Kim is great and they are solid go to for basic food items, wine, and good deli
sandwiches. We go here often - east village in Georgetown - its a good little grocery

Wow - Flavio is an absolute "avoid at all costs" restaurant. I am shocked that anyone rates this as acceptable.
First, it is anything but Italian. The owners should serve a cuisine that they actually know something about. The
pasta is over cooked and mushy. Go two blocks to cafe milano or half a block to Filomena for actually really good
homemade pasta cooked al dente. The bread is flat bread - this is an italian restaurant - it is tough. The Caesar
salad looks like it had been made earlier during prep and brought out - it was clearly not fresh and completely
unappealing. The pasta is served with these old wilted lettuce leafs on it - it is completely unappealing. The Fra
Diavlo lobster is old and chalky. And finally the worst of all is the service. The waiter is in short sleeve t shirt stuffed
into a way too small sweater vest. The parmigiana cheese for the pasta was brought in a bowl still with the
cellophane wrap on it. I cannot spend more time saying how bad this place is, but I live in Georgetown. We wanted
to try it as the location is excellent and we thought it was worth the attempt - what a bad decision. This needs to
end badly so we can get a real restaurant with a manger who cares to actually manage, waiters who understand
real restaurant service, and a chef who delivers quality food.  This is absolutely horrible.

Comment from Hamza H. of Flavio Restaurant Comment from Hamza H. of Flavio Restaurant 
Business OwnerBusiness Owner

5/4/2017  David - very sorry about your experience tonight.  This is not indicative of the level of service we…
Read more

Scheele’s Market
$$  Grocery
1331 29th St NW 
Washington, DC 20007

•

Flavio Restaurant
$$  Italian, Wine Bars
1073 31st St NW 
Washington, DC 20007

•

•

Rocky Mountain Raclette
Caterers
Vail, CO 81658
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I highly recommend Kathryn and her team from Rocky Mountain Raclette. Its a truly special night where Swiss
Raclette meats Rocky Mountain cuisine and creates a really fun, in home, conversational dinner with excellent
food. If you are going to the Beaver Creek/Vail area with a group - try this. Its a special night!

A great surprise for those staying in Lionshead is El Sabor. I recommend going. My wife has the Mahi Tacos and
she loved them. I had the shrimp fajitas and the shrimp was grilled to perfection and the sides (cheese, grilled
veggies, sour cream, and guac) were -great. The Margherita's are excellent. The entire place is very casual..great
for families and just low down good food. One suggestion: The Guac should be prepared fresh...it is really average
and if the chef and servers would make it fresh per serving, it would make a huge difference. Same with the
salsa...its clearly from a bottle. Make it fresh. But aside from that....its a good spot.

Honestly, I think Mountain Standard is overrated. Everyone hypes this restaurant along with its sister restaurant,
Sweet Basel. For this review I will say that Sweet Basel is a favorite of ours. Tonight we ate at Mountain Standard.
The place was packed as expected. Our reservation was timed well and we sat on time. Our waitress was great.
The food? Really just ok. The steak was overly salted to an extreme. Seriously - I am still tasting salt back in my
hotel. My wife had the salmon and it tasted overly "fishy", the sign of a salmon purchased too long ago. My view is
that Mountain Standard is resting on its laurels, been too hot for too long. Its a nice spot but does not deserve the
fame that everyone gives it. Not returning and I recommend others not try too hard to eat there.

El Sabor
$$  Latin American, Mexican
660 W Lionshead Pl 
Vail, CO 81657

•

Mountain Standard
$$$  American (New), Burgers, Bars
193 Gore Creek Dr 
Vail, CO 81657

•

Postmates
$$$  Food Delivery Services
Washington, DC 20024

•
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AVOID at all costs. Tonight I ordered a simple dinner and they constantly pushed the delivery time out, ultimately
by more than an hour further than promised. They have no phone number and did not respond to emails and yet
still charged my card for no food. This is a terrible company and needs to be boycotted

Honestly, M&M is the best at applicance sales and installation. Their sales team is really helpful in guiding you to
the correct decision and their installation and removal of the old to new appliance is outstanding. Really, the guys
brought a level to make sure the dishwasher was perfectly adjusted and pulled out the old one and left no trace of
their actions on our floors, walls, or entry. I have used them twice now while living in DC and compared to sears,
Best Buy, or others that we have tried over our decades in homes and repairs....these guys are the best. And I
rarely write this much on yelp for anyone,.
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M&M Appliance
$$  Appliances & Repair, Appliances
6201 Blair Rd NW 
Washington, DC 20011

•

English 

United States 
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